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UPPER STORAGE OPTIONS

In today’s condensed, open plan office environments, storage volume 
has been significantly reduced. Overheads have been eliminated, and 
desktop space has become a premium.

The many unique and stylish above-worksurface storage elements 
available with FORm_office mitigate the storage limitations of the new 
workplace.  In addition to storage capacity, these above-worksuface 
elements provide some personal privacy and space demarcation.

All of the storage elements within FORm_office are completely 
modular and can be easily installed or moved without the use of tools.
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Personal or shared storage at desktop level can be achieved through the use of central storage units, 
desktop storage units, or center well storage infills. Positioning of storage units is unrestricted. Both 
series of options snap tool-free into the accessory mounting beam at the back of each work surface 
and are easily repositioned.  

To preserve LEED credit 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3, upper storage should not exceed 42”H (off the floor.) 
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

STANDARD CORE MATERIALS: ¾” MDF, mitered construction 

STANDARD FINISHES:   HP laminate with cast polyurethane front edges, veneer with hardwood edge

STANDARD FOOTPRINT:  18”W x 12”D     

STANDARD HEIGHTS:   7” (for low height units) and 14” (for binder height units)

CENTRAL STORAGE UNITS
[premium]
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TOP LEFT: Premium example of double stacked low personal storage units (with tackable rear surface). 

TOP RIGHT: Premium example of binder height personal storage unit. 

BOTTOM: Premium example of shared personal binder height storage unit.   
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

STANDARD CORE MATERIALS: ¾” MDF, butted/overlap construction 

STANDARD FINISHES:   HP laminate with 3mm edgeband, veneer with hardwood edge

STANDARD FOOTPRINT:  18”W x 12”D     

STANDARD HEIGHTS:   7” (for low height units) and 14” (for binder height units)

CENTRAL STORAGE UNITS
[basic]
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TOP LEFT: Basic example of low height storage unit. 

TOP RIGHT: Basic example of shared personal binder height storage unit.  

BOTTOM: Basic example of double stacked low personal storage units (with tackable rear surface). 
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DESKTOP STORAGE UNITS

TECHNICAL DETAILS

STANDARD CORE MATERIALS: ¾” MDF, mitered or butt joint construction 

STANDARD FINISHES:   HP laminate with 3mm PVC or polyurethane edges, veneer with hardwood edge

DIMENSIONS:    Made to suit requirements
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Tailored millwork desktop storage units.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

STANDARD MATERIALS/FINISH:  Powder coat

STANDARD WIDTH:    3.5”W

STANDARD LENGTHS:   12” or 18”L

STANDARD DEPTHS:   1”D shallow tray

CENTER WELL STORAGE INFILLS
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Shallow infill storage trays hold office supplies and personal effects.
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CONTACT
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com

www.innovant.com

Twitter: @Innovant_inc
Facebook: Innovant Inc.
LinkedIn: Innovant

Environmental stewardship is a primary component of Innovant’s core philosophy. 
One of our key missions is to minimize our impact on the environment and to 
ensure our products are environmentally sustainable. All of our standard products 
already conform to a variety of eco-requirements and many items can be further 
configured to maximize LEED points. 

SUSTAINABILITY 

OUR STORY
Innovant designs and manufactures intelligent office furniture for the modern 
workplace. A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly 
into the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs and 
specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with client 
teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, we will 
recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client requirements. 
Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and easy reconfiguration 
over time as new features are introduced.
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